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Study the medicine that supports life  
in all its facets, study Ayurveda!

This program is for anyone who is curious about 

the ancient knowledge of Ayurveda and who wishes 

to learn skills in order to become an Ayurveda 

Practitioner. In this profession you are devoted 

to support humanity in healing themselves. The 

inspiration for putting ourselves and others on the 

path of health and wellbeing seems more relevant 

than ever in these times. The APS is a serious and 

in-depth study program where students study 

all major aspects of Ayurveda on a regular basis 

throughout the year.

Being a student at Delight Academy means 

choosing one of the most complete curricula 

found outside of India. The study program covers 

all relevant parts of ayurvedic medicine. It has its 

foundation in the ancient ayurvedic texts while 

at the same time connecting to modern society. 

The program is built on three relevant pillars for 

the future Ayurveda Practitioner: solid theory, a 

variety of skills and experience-based education.

Ayurveda is a multidimensional system of 

healing which defines life as the conjunction of 

body, mind and spirit. Ayurveda states that the 

purpose of life and the way to stay healthy is to 

realize our true nature. As a complete science, 

Ayurveda has its foundations in a thorough 

cosmovision about the universe and about 

creation. At the same time, it offers very simple 

and common-sense guidelines and remedies for 

daily living and for sustaining our health - also 

valid for our modern, western lives of today.

In our study program, the whole scope of 

philosophical, scientific, spiritual and - of course - 

practical parts of ayurveda are integrated.

Our faculty consists of a team of experienced and 

skilled teachers. Most work regularly as Ayurveda 

Practitioners and physicians, which helps to guide 

our students towards a solid, safe and practical 

approach when it comes to the treatment of 

clients within our western framework of healing 

professions.

We look forward to sharing more about our program 

on one of our Master Classes and/or Open Days! 

And check our website for additional information 

on the program and the Academy. Looking forward 

meeting you!

On behalf of the Ayurveda Academy Team, 

Warm regards,

 

With a feeling of gratitude and happiness, we hereby share the study guide of our Ayurveda 

Practitioner Studies (APS) with you. The Academy has a background of 15 years in offering Ayurveda 

programs and we hereby present our four-year 200 EC accredited study program at Bachelor level 

(HBO-niveau, in Dutch). This accreditation is an essential part of the license to practice Ayurveda 

professionally.

Drs. Coen van der Kroon  &
(Program Director) Drs. Martine van Beusekom 

(Academy Director)
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Study ayurveda for modern life
The human race is going through the most challenging time it has ever faced in history. Planet earth is 

crossing the optimum limits of atmospheric conditions favourable for human life to exist. The largest three 

industries in the world are the fuel industry, the food industry and the pharmaceutical industry. We need  

a change in the current trends in these three industries to save planet earth, as the current trends are not 

sustainable at all.

Ayurveda proposes the most self-sustainable lifestyle, diet and organic medicine. We are in need of a more 

harmonious lifestyle in order to lower the neverending demands for fuel by various machines and motors. We 

need to grow back our kitchen gardens and cook our own balancing foods. We need to use good old effective 

natural remedies for our ailments instead of running after chemical medicines. The time has come to make 

this big step. Ayurveda - for self-care as well as for helping others - gains a new dimension at this time.

In 2010, the World Health Organisation (WHO) prescribed an international benchmark for Ayurveda education 

as part of their Traditional Medical Training Standardisation. And since a few years, WHO has been working 

on the International Guideline for Ayurveda practice both at a basic and advanced level. G20 Nations made 

an agreement that Ayurveda and Traditional Chinese Medicine are to be accepted as legal medical systems 

for lifestyle & disease management. These developments in the world health care strategy demand well 

trained Ayurveda professionals to deliver a high standard of care. The Ayurveda Practitioner Studies at 

Delight Academy offers one of the best educational programmes in Europe in this respect.

Dr Vijith Sasidhar 

(Medical Director)  
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Ayurveda - A multidimensional 
healthcare system
Prevention and medicine

Ayurveda is a traditional medical science originating in India that has been used 

as a preventive health care system for thousands of years. Besides focusing on 

maintaining balance in life in general, this system is also applied specifically to 

restore health in cases of disease. The wisdom, knowledge and practical tools 

of ayurveda are increasingly applied and used in the modern western world 

Ayurveda is a holistic system in which body, mind and soul are included to 

create a balanced life. The system places great emphasis on creating a natural 

and healthy balance in people’s lives while stating that every individual has a 

unique constitution.

Body-mind interaction

Ayurveda offers a holistic approach to life with many levels of dynamics and 

interactions. An important aspect of this science of life is formed by the fact 

that body and mind are in constant interaction and of mutual influence on each 

other. Even modern scientific and medical research moves increasingly towards 

acceptance of this principle. The whole ayurveda approach is based on the 

five nature elements (Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth) and the three doshas 

(Vata, Pitta and Kapha). Balance within the three fundamental doshas leads to 

optimal health and well being; a disbalance will give complaints or diseases. By 

knowing how to influence this complex interaction of bio-energies, health can 

be restored.

The purpose of ayurveda

The purpose of ayurveda is to offer healthy people tools and a way of living 

so they remain balanced. It also supports people who suffer from illness and 

disease so they may become healthy and balanced once again. To achieve 

this, ayurveda teaches the science of life in which comprehensive technical 

knowledge is found, such as nutrition, lifestyle, herbalism and treatments. On 

the other hand, ayurveda is self-awareness and insight-oriented science that 

includes philosophical aspects and aims to create human happiness, health and 

creativity.

Including soul or spirit

As ayurveda is a holistic system in which body, mind and soul are inseparable, 

ayurveda has a lot to offer in body/mind remedies, which can be very useful in 

dealing with today’s increasingly frequent psychosomatic disorders. Ayurvedic 

yoga, meditation and lifestyle advice can have great therapeutic benefits and 

these tools are increasingly recognized and accepted in the western medical 

world. Within the core concept of ayurveda, personal growth and spirituality 

play an important and obvious role when it comes to health and life in general.

A profession for modern times

A core element in our program for Ayurveda Practitioners is learning how to 

apply the science of ayurveda in all its aspects and how to apply it effectively 

in our modern society - as this brings its own challenges in the sphere of health 

care. Of equal importance are the development of true insight and refining 

abilities to hear and see your clients - this can be seen as the art of ayurveda. 

Where science is often constructed logically and linearly, art finds its roots in 

our intuitive and creative powers. Our study program seeks to combine and 

balance these two essential aspects of ayurveda and humans in general, and to 

reflect this in the learning process of the students.

AYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES
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Ayurveda is modern and open
to all healing systems
Ayurveda in relation to western medicine

Ayurveda is a natural health care system with its own methodology and is based 

on the universal laws of nature. Thanks to its universality and - in fact - neutral 

scientific approach, ayurveda can be applied and used in many ways in modern 

times and in all parts of the world. It is important to understand the science of 

ayurveda in relation to other natural health care systems and also in relation to 

mainstream western medicine. Ayurveda in itself is a very inclusive science, and 

the ayurvedic part of this relates to the way of thinking and applied logic, not 

to the methods and techniques used. From this perspective, ayurveda is open 

to all methods and techniques, be it from other natural health systems or from 

modern Western medicine.

Other systems of traditional medicine

The world knows many comprehensive systems of traditional medicine, the 

most well known of which are Traditional Chinese Medicine, Hippocratic 

Medicine, Tibetan Medicine and Unani Medicine. Ayurveda - like these other 

systems - is based on models representing life force in nature in general, and 

within the human physiology and biology in particular. Central to all these 

traditional systems of medicine is life and how life expresses when it is balanced 

or when it is out of balance. Each system has its own model as well as its own 

particular remedies based on this. But their common ground - life and the 

management of its inherent life force - opens a scope of mutual understanding 

and use of all implied treatment and remedies. The systems can learn from 

each other and serve each other. Classical ayurvedic texts already make it clear 

that one can become a better practitioner by also studying other sciences and  

medical systems.

How Delight Academy integrates other approaches

In the study program, attention is given to the definition and framework of 

ayurvedic science. Knowing this well, helps us relate correctly to other systems 

of medicine - including regular western medicine. The curriculum focuses on 

the ayurvedic science and framework, while also presenting students with 

glimpses into other systems of medicine. Personal research in these fields is 

regularly stimulated through specific (research) assignment. Also, there are 

regular online study units aimed at deepening our understanding of correlations 

between ayurveda and regular western medicine. Occasionally there are also 

classes taught by western medical doctors in order to highlight these useful 

correlations.

CHAPTER 1  — AYURVEDAAYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES
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Our mission
Preparing practitioners

Delight Academy’s mission is to ensure high-quality education in the field 

of Ayurveda and related subjects, inspiring and guiding people on their 

ayurvedic path and preparing practitioners to carry out their professional tasks.  

In designing the curriculum and study tracks, the classical texts as most 

important reference are starting point in relation to the required competencies 

and work-environments of the modern-day Ayurveda Practitioner.

A unique therapeutic healing system

Delight Academy caters to those seeking solid professional training in the 

field of ayurveda. The system of ayurveda is an ancient and practical health 

philosophy that contains a complete and unique therapeutic healing system.  

It seeks to treat and integrate body, mind and spirit using a comprehensive 

holistic approach with an emphasis, lifestyle, treatments and ayurvedic yoga.

Proper education

There is a rapidly growing interest in ayurveda and its concepts, methods 

and techniques amongst the general public and - more importantly - within 

the western medical community. Delight Academy develops study programs 

in response to these modern global demands: the need for a natural, holistic 

approach towards healthcare and a growing demand for Ayurveda Practitioners.

CHAPTER 2  — DEL IGHT ACADEMY

Accreditation
Bachelor level

The Ayurveda Practitioner Studies is granted with a Bachelor level (HBO-niveau) 

accreditation by the SNRO. This implies that the study program is carried 

out at a qualified professional level and that it meets all the Bachelor level 

requirements. As a result, the APS program can be considered complete and all-

round in terms of preparing students towards practising in a professional way in 

the field of Ayurvedic Medicine. Students study in line with future professional 

tasks, Bachelor competencies and SNRO requirements. In order to guarantee 

these prerequisites, the study program contains ample assignments and tests 

throughout the year - including a yearly final exam - and students are expected 

to study on a regular basis.

European Credits

The program contains approximately 50 ECs (European Credits) per study year;  

the whole study program contains 200 ECs.

Western Medicin Fundamentals

Western Medicine fundamentals at Bachelor level (Medische Basiskennis op 

HBO-niveau in Dutch) is not included in the study program. In order to be a 

member of a professional association, a Basic Medical Knowledge certificate 

in combination with a naturopathy education is required. Thus, students are 

advised to expand their studies with a Basic Medical Knowledge program, 

meeting the PLATO requirements of another 50 ECs.

CRKBO

Delight Academy also meets the quality requirements of the CRKBO and is 

granted accreditation.

FONG (Federatie van opleidingen in de natuurlijke geneeswijzen)

Delight Academy is a member of this interest organisation for educational 

institutes in the field of complementary medicine, which provides quality 

support in several fields.
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Why study at Delight Academy

Becoming a licensed Ayurveda Practitioner

Delight Academy is one of the few schools offering a full (HBO) Bachelor level 

program, which is a necessary requirement in order to become a licensed 

Ayurveda Practitioner. The school is worldwide seen as one of the most complete 

providers of ayurveda education at the highest level because of some excellent 

and unique features we offer:

• The curriculum is comprehensive and varied. In addition to the necessary 

theoretical basis, the academy introduces students to experience-based and 

skills-based lessons. The philosophical and spiritual dimension run like  

a thread through the program;

• The program has a strong consistency between each year (both horizontally 

and vertically) which supports the learning process of the students;

• The program has its foundation in the classical texts as well application 

in modern times which gives students a clear insight in the authority of 

Ayurveda and the clinical value in their nowadays profession;

• The academy embraces blended learning where we combine face to face 

classes with online teachings, webinars and recorded material. The use 

of an Online Learning Management System provides students with an 

environment in which they can easily find their study material and submit 

assignments and tests. Remote study is also made easy;

• The team of teachers is highly qualified and experienced and consist of 

Ayurveda Practitioners and physicians. The teachers are supported in terms 

of content and teaching skills by the directors, consisting also of a Medical 

Director dr. Vijith Sasidhar;

• The academy offers different learning methods to support your 

understanding, such as role plays, case studies, research assignments, 

formative tests, practical assignments & reflections;

• The program gives a strong clinical foundation particular in the third and 

fourth study year. This is of great importance in the formation of the future 

practitioner in order to support the modern client with health complaints;

• Students are supported in their learning and get guidance through  

a mentoring system;

• In the fourth study year, students have their internship in a renowned 

Ayurveda clinic in India and partly in the Netherlands in a student clinic.

CHAPTER 2  — DEL IGHT ACADEMY

What is expected of students?

• Students are expected to have an open learning attitude and curiosity to 

discover Ayurveda;

• Preparation of study weekends is important in order to benefit most from 

the weekends. Teachers expect you to be prepared;

• Planning of weekly time for study, preparation, assignments, watching 

online video’s, making tests after the blocks is important as the program 

expects you to submit something on a regular basis;

• Students need to follow instructions from the teachers in class at all times;

• Implementing Ayurveda in your own life is an important outcome and 

students are advised to make space for this;

• We have selected our teachers on their varied backgrounds and experience 

in order to inspire the students in the best way. Different teaching styles can 

be experienced and we ask students to embrace and respect this;

• The faculty is highly involved and open to help, support and guide the 

students. We trust that you understand that there is a limit to the support 

that can be offered and to respect these natural limits.

• Friendliness and respect are important values within Delight Academy. 

Anything can be discussed with the team, as long as it is done in an 

appropriate and respectful manner.



Board and staff
Delight Academy is part of the Delight Yoga organisation. Although we have  

a strong connection together, a dedicated team of teachers and staff carries the 

responsibility for the Delight Academy | Ayurveda.

DELIGHT ACADEMY |  AYURVEDA STAFF :

Program Director

Coen van der Kroon 

Academy Director   

Martine van Beusekom 

Medical Director  

Dr Vijith Sasidhar    

Office Manager 

Claire-Marie Munro

Program Coordinator

Denitsa Gancheva

Project & Communication Manager

Maike Heesakkers  
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Teachers
All teachers within Delight Academy have many years of teaching experience 

and are practising in the field of Ayurveda.

OUR PRESENT FACULT Y:

Drs. Coen van der Kroon (AP)  Basic Principles, Ancient Texts, Herbology

Liese van Dam (AP)  Basic Principles, Nutrition & Lifestyle

Dr Vijith Sasidhar (BAMS)  Clinical Principles & Training, Ancient Texts

Dr Alaknanda Rao (BAMS)  Clinical Principles & Assessment Skills

Drs. Martine van Beusekom (AP)  Nutrition & Lifestyle, Therapeutic Skills

Victoria Hyndman (AP)  Ayurvedic Yoga

Dr. Shasvin Bhoelai (BAMS)  Clinical Principles 

Gabriele Karpf (AP)  Ayurvedic Massage

Drs. Kirsten Drooger (AP)  Ayurvedic Massage, Ayurvedic Yoga

Drs. Nicha Sukhraj (AP)  Ayurvedic Massage, Ancient Texts

Susan Pulley (AP)  Ayurvedic Yoga, Home Remedies

Drs. Judith Aartsma (MD)  Western Anatomy and Physiology

Ombretta Dettori (AP)  Teaching Assistant

 

For a full overview of our faculty teachers, with personal biographies and their background, 

please check our website at delightyoga.com/academy

AP Ayurvedic Practitioner
BAMS Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery
MD Medical Doctor

Student Mentors

Liese van Dam

Kirsten Drooger

Susan Pulley 

Examination Committee

Liese van Dam (secretary)

Fleur Vesseur (chairman)

Rolf Bron (external member)

Wessel Paternotte (member) 

Board of Advisors

In process of being formed
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 Study track CONTACT HOURS YEAR I YEAR II YEAR III YEAR IV

Ayurvedic massage & treatments 90 30 30 30  intership

Ayurvedic basic anatomy, physiology & assessment skills 96 45 36 15

Ayurvedic nutrition & lifestye 70 40 30

Ayurvedic yoga 55 20 20 15

Ancient texts & their clinical value 57 20 20 10 7

Ayurvedic herbology 40 5 20 7,5 7,5

Specific diseases & remedies 40 20 20

Therapeutic skills 60 15 15 15 15

Western anatomy, physiology & anatomy 30 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5

Sutra & sanskrit 40 20 20

Intervision 20 5 5 5 5

Ayurvedic advanced clinical skills & treatment planning 100 65 35

Advanced ayurvedic general pathology 40 20 20

Business & marketing skills 20 20

Hands on practice & internship 120 120

Total number of classroom hours 878
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Program Structure

The Ayurveda Practitioner Studies is a part-time 4-year study program.

The APS is structured according to major focus points and divided into  

levels and building gradually towards guiding the student to become an all-

round Ayurveda Practitioner. Please find an overview of the focus and levels 

per year below:

YEAR I — AYURVEDA FOR SELF-HEALING
Pillars of health: A year of basic foundations and starting to ‘live’

 these in your own life.

YEAR II — AYURVEDA AS PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
Understanding imbalance: A year of exploring the disease process 

and how to approach imbalance in an ayurvedic way.

YEAR III & IV — AYURVEDA IN FULL HEALING PRACTICE
Healing diseases: Two years of studying the tissues and their connected  

diseases and treatment options, including clinical training.

+

+

Study Tracks

Each year combines a number of study tracks to offer students a consistent, 

continuous and smooth learning experience throughout the years. This means 

that a highly varied study program is offered each year, teaching a broad 

variety of ayurvedic topics. At the same time, each of those topics has its own 

specialization and deepening aspect.

*The numbers presented in the table above are an estimate of the number of contact hours 
per study track and are subject to change. The hours include physical and online classroom 
hours. Self-study hours are not included.

AYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES

internship 
& case studies

integrated
in cases

integrated
in cases
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YEAR I

Ayurveda for self-healing
PILLARS OF HEALTH: A YEAR OF BASIC FOUNDATIONS AND STARTING TO ‘LIVE’ THESE IN 

YOUR OWN LIFE.

Main overview

In the first year, the student will learn about the basic ayurvedic principles and lay a solid foundation in 

the field of ayurvedic nutrition, massage, daily routine & yoga. The student will also gain insights into a 

number of familiar ayurvedic healing herbs, to be used in the kitchen as well as in your own home pharmacy. 

Basic information on western anatomy and physiology is provided, bridging western medical concepts 

and ayurvedic basic principles. The focus of the first year is equally divided between theory, practical and 

treatment skills plus experience-based teachings to inspire and guide the student to think within the 

framework of ayurvedic science.

Start ‘living’ Ayurveda

Both a theoretical foundation and at the same time many practical tips and guidelines are offered to live 

your life in a more ayurvedic way. Experiencing and living ayurveda will help you to guide others. Year I is a 

year of practising self-healing through ayurveda which is essential before guiding others in this practice. An 

introduction is made to the benefits of an ayurvedic daily routine during the residential module, focusing 

on regular lifestyle guidelines and why they work. This residential module also aims to help you integrate 

concepts introduced during the study year.

Classical texts and other highlights

Learning how to interpret and understand classical ayurvedic texts is emphasized this year, providing a 

profound understanding of the ancient ayurvedic knowledge and wisdom. Through video classes and 

online learning, the program goes into the depths of ayurvedic classical works, under the guidance of one 

of our experienced teachers. This includes chanting ayurveda sutras (verses from classical books) and 

understanding basic Sanskrit terminology used in ayurveda. There are also 8 home study assignments on 

herbology and diseases, in order to start creating your own database. These are presented in an 8-monthly 

Collect & Learn home study tracks.

The format

• Contact hours: +/- 220 per year or +/- 2-3 days per month

• Self-study hours: +/-1100 per year or +/- 1,5-2 days per week 

• Number of ECs (European Credits): +/- 50 per year

Year I consists of 29 full class days, taught both during weekends and in 3 or 4-day modules including a 

weekend. There is also a 4-day residential module and a series of online classes and webinars. The student is 

provided with a homework overview to keep track of assignments. The online Learning Management System 

facilitates smooth progress during the first year.

1. AYURVEDIC ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
• Five elements and twenty attributes
• Tridosha theory
• Subdoshas
• Seven dhatus
• Agni/ama/malas
• Srotamsi
• Organs/glands and dosha
• Prakriti
• Prakriti Pariksha
• Mental Prakriti

2. WESTERN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
• Foundations western anatomy
• Foundations western physiology
• Parallels western and natural (eastern & 

western) medicine systems 
• Parallels ayurvedic & western medicine 

3. SPECIFIC DISEASES & REMEDIES
• 8 Common diseases
• Ayurvedic & western explanations
• Ayurvedic remedies

4. AYURVEDIC HERBOLOGY 
• 8 Common single herbs used in Ayurveda 
• In this year, a beginning is made with easy-to-use 

and popular ayurvedic herbs and kitchen spices
• Pharmacological explanation & scientific 

research sources

5. AYURVEDIC NUTRITION & LIFESTYLE
• Classical ayurvedic nutrition & lifestyle 

foundation 
• Food and the gunas
• Digestive system
• Concept of ama
• Modern western food & nutrition issues 
• Food groups and food items
• Nutritional consultations
• Cooking classes

6. AYURVEDIC MASSAGE
• Foundations of Ayurvedic Massage 
• Oil massage instructions & practice 
• Massage for the three Doshas 
• How to manage Prana in massage

7. AYURVEDIC YOGA
• Foundations Ayurvedic yoga 
• Philosophy & science behind ayurveda & yoga 
• Yoga for the three Doshas 
• Asana & pranayama instructions & practice

8. ANCIENT TEXTS
• Video classes Ashtanga Hridayam chapter 1 - 7  

(home viewing)
• Online webinars on above home viewings

9. SHAPING YOUR PROFESSION & 
INTERVISION
• Neutral listening
• Observing
• Professional intervision methods 
• Self-reflection
• Communications skills
• Intervision meeting at home

10. SUTRA & SANSKRIT 
• A set of important Ayurvedic Sutra’s from 

classical texts
• Growing database of Ayurvedic Sanskrit 

terminology

Year I — Subject Overview
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YEAR II

Ayurveda as preventive medicine
UNDERSTANDING IMBALANCE - A YEAR OF EXPLORING DISEASE AND HOW TO APPROACH 

IMBALANCE IN AN AYURVEDIC WAY.

Main overview

In the second year, tuition revolves around the advanced principles of ayurveda with an emphasis on 

ayurvedic nutrition, massage and yoga, while the student slowly develops tools to become an ayurvedic 

health counsellor in these fields. Students continue to expand their database of simple ayurvedic herbs and 

remedies. There is an additional focus on the qualities required of an ayurveda and healing counsellor so as 

to evaluate and advise clients. Students will start to work with practical cases and real clients and continue 

to dive into basic classes in western anatomy and physiology, bridging western medical concepts to the 

Ayurvedic basic principles.

Working with imbalance

Both a theoretical foundation and at the same time many practical guidelines are offered on how to apply 

your knowledge in assisting and supporting others (your potential clients), especially when there is an 

imbalance. The student is continuously approached as a future Ayurveda Practitioner, to prepare to become 

an all-round advisor in the field of prevention. Prevention means: ‘Treating and curing diseases before they 

appear’ which is key in ayurveda and carried out particularly with a healthy lifestyle, daily regime, nutrition, 

exercise (including yoga) and psychology.

More therapy oriented

The practical modules this year aim to deepen your understanding of the basic principles of ayurvedic 

nutrition and how to apply these in consultations – with both study cases and live clients in class. More 

ayurvedic massage is taught, including some advanced techniques. In the ayurvedic yoga module, practice 

and psychology are continued to be explored – learning how to guide clients.

Additional modules

An introduction is made with a number of home remedies and to ayurvedic herbology in special modules 

on this subject – consisting of theory and practice: preparing some of your own remedies on the spot. 

The residential in this Year II is about assessment principles: Rogi and Roga Pariksha. Learning how to 

interpret and understand classical ayurvedic texts is once again an important aspect of your studies, which 

is supported by the video classes with online teachings from the Ashtanga Hridayam Samhita. This includes 

chanting ayurvedic sutras and expanding your understanding of basic Sanskrit terminology used in ayurveda.

Continued Collect & Learn

There are various home study assignments on herbology and diseases – to expand your database on ayurvedic 

herbs and increase your own home pharmacy, now also with a little more complex disorders.

CHAPTER 3  — PROGRAM

Year II — Subject overview

1. AYURVEDIC ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY,  
EVALUATION SKILLS
• Continued ayurvedic basic principles
• Rhythm of Doshas
• Kriyakala and Dosha Gata
• Vikriti Pariksha
• Langhana / Brimhana
• Lifestyle therapies
• Residential Roga & Rogi Pariksha
• Pancha nidana

2. WESTERN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
• Western anatomy, physiology & pathology
• Parallels western and natural (eastern & 

western) medicine systems
• Parallels ayurvedic & western medicine

3. SPECIFIC DISEASES & REMEDIES
•  8 Common diseases and their remedies
• Ayurvedic & western explanations

4. AYURVEDIC HERBOLOGY & HOME 
REMEDIES
• A Year II set of common herbs, formulations 

and oils
• Pharmacological explanation & scientific 

research sources
• Home Remedies
• Dravyaguna in-depth herbology

5. AYURVEDIC NUTRITION & LIFESTYLE
• Continued classical ayurvedic nutrition & 

lifestyle application
• Nutritional remedies for the seven Dhatus
• Live clients in class
• Practising evaluation and advice
• How to professionalize nutritional consultations

6. AYURVEDIC MASSAGE & TREATMENTS
• Deepening of Ayurvedic Massage modalities 
• Advanced massage instructions & practice 
• An Introduction to Advanced treatments

7. AYURVEDIC YOGA
• Ayurvedic yoga therapy for imbalances
• Psychology in ayurveda & yoga
• Yoga for the seven Dhatus
• Asana & Pranayama instructions & practice

8. ANCIENT TEXTS
• Video classes Ashtanga Hridayam chapter 8 - 

15 (home viewing)
• Online webinars on above home viewings

9. SHAPING YOUR PROFESSION & 
INTERVISION
• Complex client situations
• Individual advice for clients
• Portfolio on practical home assignments
• Intervision meetings

10. SUTRA & SANSKRIT 
• A Year II set of important ayurvedic sutras from 

classical texts
• Growing the database of Ayurvedic Sanskrit 

terminology

AYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES
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YEAR III & IV

Ayurveda in full healing practice
THE DHATUS & THEIR DISEASES - TWO YEARS OF STUDYING MAJOR DISEASES AND THEIR 

TREATMENT OPTIONS, INCLUDING CLINICAL TRAINING.

Main overview

In Year III of the APS, the program dives into more advanced principles that are essential to evaluate and 

ayurvedically diagnose clients as a Practitioner. The student will start working at a clinical level with 

practical cases and real clients. In Year IV, the student will work towards completion of the training to 

become an Ayurveda Practitioner. The focus is on bringing theory into practice, through practical modules 

and assignments, a final thesis and exams.

Clinical skills

The emphasis is on ayurvedic remedies and treatment as an important addition to nutrition, massage and 

yoga - working towards becoming a clinically skilled Ayurveda Practitioner. The practical modules in this 

year are designed to bring theory into practice as an Ayurveda Practitioner. This involves in-depth teachings 

about Dravyaguna (Ayurvedic Pharmacology) including many herbs, formulas and medicines. During these 

years, the student will also develop their business & marketing skills, guiding you to tap into your true 

potential as a practitioner.

Classical sources and Collect & Learn

In Year III, learning how to interpret and understand classical ayurvedic texts continues to play an important 

role in your academics with a special series of video classes on the 7 Dhatus. This again includes chanting 

ayurvedic Sutras and expanding your understanding of Sanskrit terminology used in ayurveda. Your database 

on how to use simple, as well as more complex ayurvedic herbs and remedies, will continue to expand  

and grow.

Internship

Year IV includes a 60 hour internship to India, the Ayurvedic cradle of the world and a 60 hour internship 

in our own Student Clinic in The Netherlands, guided by our team of Ayurvedic doctors and practitioners. 

We also offer the opportunity to do the whole internship in The Netherlands for those who prefer or when 

traveling abroad is not possible.

Thesis: clinical paper

In the last study year, the student will write a clinical paper on a specific ayurvedic subject as a thesis 

project. This process is guided and supported during study weekends by the teachers.

CHAPTER 3  — PROGRAM

Year III & IV — Subjects overview

1. ADVANCED AYURVEDIC CLINICAL 
PRINCIPLES
• Introduction to Clinical Principles 
• Pancha Nidana
• Nidana & Hetu
• Purvarupa & Rupa
• Upashaya & Samprapti
• Western Anatomy, Physiology & pathology 

connections
• Pathology and treatment connections
• Various pathologies
• Thesis preparation & writing
• Residentials on specific pathologies

2. AYURVEDIC ADVANCED CLINICAL SKILLS
• Deepening patient evaluation and Ayurvedic 

diagnosis
• Deepening Trividha Pariksha & Asthavidha 

Pariksha
• Rogi & Roga Pariksha
• Dashavidha Pariksha
• Western anatomy, physiology & pathology 

connections
• Treatment planning
• Clinical lifestyle & nutrition treatment
• Clinical yoga therapy & psychology options
• Medicinal treatment
• Thesis preparation & writing

3. SPECIFIC DISEASES & REMEDIES
• A thorough study of and work with case studies
• Seminars on specific diseases
• A Year III & IV set of 8 common diseases
• Ayurvedic & western explanations
• Ayurvedic remedies

4. AYURVEDIC HERBOLOGY 
• The science of Ayurvedic Pharmacology 

(Dravyaguna)
• Application of Dravyaguna in clinical practice
• Classical formulas and their application
• A Year III & IV set of common single herbs, 

formulations & oils used in ayurveda
• harmacological explanation & scientific 

research sources

5. AYURVEDIC MASSAGE TREATMENTS
• Clinical application of massage & related 

modalities 
• Continued advanced massage instructions  

& practice
• Svedana techniques

6. ANCIENT TEXTS
• Video classes on the seven Dhatus (home 

viewing)
• Online webinars on above home viewings 

7. THERAPEUTIC SKILLS & INTERVISION
• How to work as an Ayurveda Practitioner
• Professional competencies & skills
• Coaching regarding professional intervision 

methods
• 3-Monthly intervision Meetings

8. SUTRA & SANSKRIT
• A Year III & IV set of important ayurvedic 

sutras from classical texts
•  Growing the database of Ayurvedic Sanskrit 

terminology 

9. BUSINESS & MARKETING SKILLS
• Business: How to start your own practice? 
• Marketing strategies & methods 

10. HANDS-ON PRACTICE & INTERNSHIP
• Case studies
• Supportive clinical assistance assignment
• Internship in India
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Internship
Internship to India

Students will travel to Sreekrishna Ayurveda Chikitsa Kendram in Kerala, South-India, which is owned by 

Dr Vijith and Dr Vidya (BAMS) who are leading ayurvedic physicians in India. The internship will focus on 

Ayurvedic Treatments, Pancha Karma and herbology.

Preperation 

Delight Academy arranges accommodation in India during the internship. Students are required to make 

arrangements for their flights (preferably to Kochi in Kerala, India) visa and travel insurance and take care 

of the costs for this. 

Internship in The Netherlands

During your internship in our own Student Clinic you will assist Ayurvedic Physicians in consultations and 

learning practical skills.

Practicals and information

At the start of Year IV, more detailed information regarding your internship and study period is shared.

CHAPTER 3  — PROGRAM

Western Medical Science
Deepening mutual understanding

When studying ayurveda, the student assimilates a deep, holistic and logical 

approach to health and healing. Though ayurveda is a complete system on its 

own, as practitioners in the modern world it is essential to also have a basic 

knowledge of the western medical approach. Western medical science has  

a different approach to health and healing than ayurveda. Both are complete 

systems, embedded in certain life philosophies and both, therefore, have  

a distinct way of looking at life, nature and the human being. Nonetheless, there 

are overlaps between the two. 

Healthcare professionals

Practising ayurveda in a modern context means having to interact with regular 

medical professionals. This also implies a need to be versed in the basic 

foundations of western medical science. This is important to understand your 

clients - as they often come to you with western medical information. You also 

might need to talk to other health care providers of your client basing their 

information on western medical science.

Research and training

In order to get acquainted with some standards and basic foundations of 

western medical science, there are online classes offered on several aspects of 

western anatomy and physiology; including research assignments on mutual 

correlations between ayurveda and western medical science, for example. 

The student’s main work in this field depends on the extracurricular western 

anatomy & physiology training of 40 ECs (see below for more details).

Blended learning
We use a so-called ‘blended learning’ method where we combine in-person classroom hours in combination 

with online classes and individual study with pre recorded study material. This multichannel teaching 

system gives you the best of both teaching systems and through our Online Learning System we can present 

all the information that is needed. 

Real classroom

Each year of the study program consists of approximately 25 to 30 classroom days divided into several 

modules, adding up to approximately 210 contact (classroom) hours. The classroom days are either on 

weekends or in 3- or 4-day modules, which usually include a weekend. In case of unforeseen circumstances 

like a pandemic, natural disaster, terrorist attack, etc., classes can be rescheduled or changed to online if 

possible. This becomes effective when the government imposes measures.

Online classroom or environment

In addition, students participate in a series of eight online classes and the same amount of webinars in 

years I and II and seven online classes and webinars in total in year III and IV. The webinars are held at fixed 

times and can be done from your own computer within a so-called ‘digital classroom’. A special feature of 

our study program is the pre-recorded intensive video classes which are to be studied online on your own 

time, with no classroom structure and students can watch these video classes multiple times if they wish.

Sreekrishna Ayurveda Chikitsa Kendram, Kerala, South-India
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Extracurricular: Western Medicine 
Fundamentals
Licensed registration requirements

For students opening their own ayurvedic practice after completion of the study 

program, it is a must to follow a Western Medicine Fundamentals (Medische 

Basiskennis) course at PLATO standards level of 40 ECs. This provides the 

medical foundation for you to start your ayurvedic practice as a practitioner. 

This also provides the possibility to register at the professional associations and 

insurance companies, enabling your future clients to claim reimbursement of 

their invoice under supplementary health care insurances. It is the responsibility 

of the practitioner to inform him/herself about the current situation. Delight 

Academy does not advise students to treat clients without a proper one-year 

diploma in western anatomy & physiology conform to PLATO requirements.

Available training programs

In cooperation with Con Amore Opleidingen, Delight Academy offers the English 

version of the year training ‘Medische Basiskennis called ‘Western Medicine 

Fundamentals’ (WMF) which is unique in the Netherlands. The program has 

been offered by Con Amore for many years and is in collaboration with Delight 

Academy translated in English in order to serve our Delight English speaking 

students. The course is also available in Dutch. Students of the ‘Ayurveda 

Practitioner Studies’ will be offered a discount as this training is part of 

their study program and necessary to be included in the register of Ayurveda 

Practitioners in the Netherlands. Information about this is available at the 

Academy office and on our website. 
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Potential interim year
Delight Academy assumes that students who apply for the 4-year program are 

committed to finish the full four years of the study program. In case of a drop in 

the number of students during the studies, Delight Academy reserves the right 

to install a one-year pause, creating a so-called interim year in the program, or 

to adjust the programming. Who do not wish to continue in the program are 

expected to inform us in writing before the day of graduation in July, Delight 

Academy will inform students at least one month prior to the start of the new 

study year in case of inserting an interim year.

Masters of Ayurveda program
International guest teachers

On a regular basis, Delight Academy invites internationally renowned teachers 

in the field of ayurveda. These Masters of Ayurveda programs are not a part of 

the APS program. However, participation is encouraged for APS students. These 

programs are highly inspiring and it is extremely beneficial to spend time with 

these key persons in the field of ayurveda.

Some of the names that have visited Delight Academy in the past or are invited 

for the future are Dr Claudia Welch, Dr Robert Svoboda, Atreya Smith, Dr David 

Frawley, Dr Ram Manohar, Dr John Douillard, and others.

Dr Claudia WelchDr Robert Svoboda
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CHAPTER 4
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Locations
Delight Yoga Prinseneiland

Delight Academy is primarily located on Prinseneiland 20G in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. This studio has 

been created to offer a silent space to reconnect with your true Self and to cultivate awareness.

Our additional locations

Because of the diverse nature of the Ayurveda Practitioner Studies, modules are also given at several other 

locations in Amsterdam. A number of classroom teachings are offered at Heart to Heart Center in Bussum. 

A beautiful and spacious location close to Amsterdam.

Delight Academy studio, Prinseneiland, Amsterdam

Kookstudio Peter Pan Heart to Heart Center, Bussum

Residential modules

Within the program, residential modules are offered in the beautiful countryside 

of the Netherlands, during which the students stay with the group either in the 

residence of Landgoed De Leonardushoeve (Belfeld, Limburg). The internship in 

Year IV of the study program takes place at Sreekrishna Ayurveda Chikitsa Kendram 

in Kerala, South-India (www.soulofayurveda.com). This is a dedicated ayurvedic 

clinic owned by the ayurvedic physicians Dr Vijith and Dr Vidya (both BAMS), 

who are also part of the Delight Academy faculty. Dr Vijith is the Medical Director 

of the Faculty.

Language
English is the official language

The Ayurveda Practitioner Studies’ lectures and study material are in English. 

Also, all information material regarding the program and Delight Academy are 

in English. Most ayurveda physicians in India speak English, and visiting faculty 

can most easily also teach in this language. The school - in Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands - has an increasing number of international students from outside 

The Netherlands.

Dutch as a speaking language

As many of the teachers are native Dutch speakers and since many of the 

students will eventually be working with Dutch-speaking clients, there is ample 

room for Dutch as a practical or spoken language outside of the scope of lectures 

and classes. Teachers can be asked - where appropriate - for explanations in the 

Dutch language. Also, in explicit agreement with a teacher, certain assignments 

or tests are allowed to be handed in in Dutch. Additionally, Dutch-speaking 

students are stimulated to practice clinical skills in Dutch, as future clients may 

well be mostly Dutch-speaking persons.

Sanskrit as a scientific language

Similar to Latin as a scientific language for modern medicine, Sanskrit is the 

chosen scientific language for ayurveda. Even restricted and technical use of 

this language ensures a common ground of understanding within a quickly 

expanding global community of Ayurveda professionals. Moreover, Sanskrit has 

some specific features of its own within a healing framework. Delight Academy 

does not require students to learn Sanskrit but does introduce a set of ayurvedic 

Sanskrit terminology as well as certain key Sanskrit sutras (verses from classical 

texts) which students are required to learn.
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Study material
Online Learning Management System

The program uses an online learning management system (LMS) in which 

all study material is collected to ensure easy access. This includes the study 

manuals, assignments, study goals, teaching schedule, recorded material and 

background articles. Assignments can be submitted here and also correction 

takes place in the LMS. Students can keep track of their progress and remote 

study is also made easy in this way.

Readers & manuals

The academy provides printed readers, manuals & Delight Academy study books 

(The first 15 chapters of the Ashtanga Hridayam) in the several study years. The 

costs will be charged at the beginning of the study year.

Printing

As we care for the environment, printed material is kept to a minimum. All study 

material is available in the LMS system and is downloadable for students.

Literature

Next to the readers & manuals, the academy provides a literature list consisting 

of required and mandatory books needed for the several years. Purchasing the 

books is the student’s responsibility and are not included in the total price.  

The costs vary per year and are approximately 140 euros per year. The literature 

list is sent to students at the beginning of the study year and can be found in 

the LMS.

Professional profile &
Career perspectives
Study goals and career requirements

Since the APS is a professional study program, the graduation objectives are 

based on the professional profile of the Ayurveda Practitioner as established 

by the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Ayurvedische Geneeskunde (ANVAG, the 

Dutch Association for Ayurvedic Medicine). Simultaneously the study program 

educates students in line with the Bachelor (HBO) required competencies as 

required by the accreditation organisation SNRO. All the modules are thus 

designed and taught with clear study goals linked to the clinical relevance of 

the future practitioner. The recognition of the accreditation differs per country.

Your skills as an Ayurveda Practitioner

Upon successfully completing your ayurveda studies in combination with the 

PLATO medical science (Medische Basiskennis in Dutch), you can open your 

own ayurveda practice. What does this imply? You will be able to inform your 

clients on ayurvedic ways to improve their health - with the help of concrete 

steps and guidelines. You will have insight into which complaints you can treat 

yourself and which more complex complaints require the help of an ayurvedic 

physician or other health experts. You will be confident in exploring the 

complaints of your clients by tapping into their needs in a proper way while 

using ayurvedic assessment techniques like pulse reading and tongue diagnosis. 

Clear communication, trust, respect, an open attitude and confidentiality 

play an important role in building a relationship with your clients - and this 

relationship is a part of your ayurvedic healing skills.
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Community
Studying and living ayurveda together

There is an emphasis on building community among the students of Delight 

Academy during the four years of study. Being in ‘good company’ and learning 

from the experience of fellow students is part of the study and learning process. 

For that reason, several opportunities are offered for community building during 

the study program and, additionally, initiatives from students themselves are 

highly appreciated.

Residential programs to strengthen community

Within the program, residential teachings are offered, where students stay 

together for four days on an external location in the countryside of The 

Netherlands. This creates extra opportunities to connect, share and grow 

together.

Complaints procedure
Delight Academy assumes that all employees involved in the academy will do 

everything possible to serve in the best interests of the students. However, if a 

situation occurs that does not the students expectations and there is a complaint 

regarding Delight Academy, please follow the following procedure:

1. Contact the person whom the complaint concerns. This can either be the 

teacher or any other employee of Delight Academy. We strive to work out 

all complaints this way. Remember: a good teacher-student relationship 

is important to Delight Academy, therefore we are open to solve any 

inconveniences experienced by the students.

2. If you are not able to solve your problem with the person whom the complaint 

concerns, as described above, then please send your written complaint to the 

complaint coördinator mentioning your name, address, telephone number, 

email-address, study-year, the current date and a clear description of your 

complaint. If you have any written correspondence, please add this to your 

letter. The clearer and more complete your complaint, the easier it is for us 

to judge your complaint.

3. Send your complaint to ayurveda@delightacademy.com

4. Within 10 days of acceptance of the complaint, the student shall receive a 

letter in which the complaint procedure is described.

5. Within three weeks the student shall receive a written reaction on their 

complaint. We strive for this. However, if the complaint is too complex, it 

may take longer, in which case the student will be informed.

6. Possibility for appeal: Delight Academy will do everything they can to solve 

your complaint. However, there is a possibility that the student does not agree 

with the answer. In which case, the student has the possibility to submit the 

complaint to a third independent party. Delight Academy is for the handling 

of complaints connected to the FONG. The ruling of the FONG is binding. 

7. All complaints are confidential. The complaint will be kept on file for  

two years.
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Mentoring & Guidance
Students are guided on their own ayurveda path by the teachers and student mentor so that the study 

process flows as smoothly and enjoyable as possible. The system of tutoring is twofold:

1. Through our online learning management system, students and teachers can monitor their submitted 

assignments, class attendance and marks/grades per module. This also provides an easy way to interact 

with fellow students and teachers outside of the classroom and easy access to study material.

2. Students are invited twice a year to speak to the student mentor during which study progress, personal 

development and study planning are discussed. In this mentoring process, students are guided on both 

a personal and professional level with an invitation to share overall experience and development (goals) 

during the study.
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• The program has many test moments throughout the year to support the 

student in the learning process;

• Tests can be found in the LMS system at the end of each module;

• Formative tests are designed for the students to check their own study 

progress. These tests are not graded but completion is checked. Occasional 

corrective remarks might be added to help the student to correct him- or 

herself;

• Summative tests are meant to be graded. Through the summative tests, 

Delight Academy assesses whether the student has mastered the learning 

objectives of the module or integrated curriculum;

• The examination is based on knowledge, insights, application, analysis, 

synthesis and evaluation;

• Most assignments count as formative tests in terms of grading and 

evaluation. They are meant to aid the student’s study progress. Depending 

on the character of the assignments, teachers might evaluate them more 

specifically and/or discuss them in class. Whenever there is grading involved 

in specific assignments, students are clearly informed of this;

• At the end of each study year there is a final exam. In this examination, 

several study tracks are addressed in an integrated way by using different 

testing methods: multiple choice, short open questions and essay questions.

Personal development as part of 
the study process

Testing & Assignments

Awareness and self-reflection

From the very start of the APS, students will find ample opportunities to work on their own personal 

development during the program. Aside from their own insights while studying the art and science of 

Ayurveda, students are stimulated and guided on the path of awareness and personal growth. In the Shaping 

your Profession classes, students are provided with assignments focussing on self-reflection, observation 

and true listening - to themselves and to others.

Intervision for professional exchange

The method of intervision is taught to the students as of the first year and can be practised in several 

situations at home or in class. Delight Academy believes that practising the science of ayurveda and 

having the knowledge and techniques goes hand in hand with being able to reflect on your actions and 

recommendations. The teachers, mentors and directors guide the students from the sidelines and are always 

available for review and coaching in case students need this.

Personal guidance

As personal development is considered to be an essential step towards your future profession, the extent to 

which ayurveda is experienced and ‘lived’ by the student is also included in the total assessment of whether 

a student is advised to continue to the next year.

AYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES
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Examination

In order to be able to proceed to the next year:

• All assignments need to be handed in and approved before the given 

deadline(s);

• The final exam must be completed with a ‘sufficient’ grade.

• All summative tests must be completed with a ‘sufficient’ grade;

• After the completion of study year 1 & 2 students receive a year certificate.

• After completion of year 4, students will receive a diploma.
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Yearly certifications & final degree

One final exam takes place in between, and one final exam takes place 

at the end of each study year. In this examination, several study tracks 

are addressed in an integrated way by using different testing methods: 

multiple-choice, short open questions and essay questions. In order to be 

able to proceed to the next year, this final exam must be completed with a 

‘sufficient’ grade. Passing the year results in certification for that year, which 

means proof of completion of that particular year - yearly certification is not  

a degree. Only the completion of year IV eventually leads to the official degree 

of Ayurveda Practitioner.

Final degree

A Bachelor level degree is acquired upon successful completion of the Ayurveda 

Practitioner Studies. Successful completion of the studies entails passing all 

exams, handing in all assignments sufficiently, completing the internship in 

India and the written report of the internship, and finishing the thesis.

Delight Academy has exam regulations published on the website and in the 

LMS. Students are expected to take note of this.

Second chance & consequences

In the case of not passing an exam or the inability to hand in assignments on 

time, there is a possibility to take a re-examination. For delayed assignments, 

a second deadline is set during the summer. The schedule for re-examination 

possibilities can be found in the yearly planning in the LMS and there are extra 

costs involved for the student in case of re-examination.

Professional attitude

Students are expected to show commitment, effort and participation during the study 

program. Each student is treated as a ‘practitioner to be’ right from the start. This 

implies that certain behaviour is expected from the students such as honouring their 

agreements and commitments, arriving on time for classes, participating in an active 

way, collaborating with their fellow students and being respectful towards each other.

Attendance

During the 4-year studies, attendance is required during 75% of the classes. In case of 

too frequent absence during a year, the student is contacted by the Student Mentor to 

speak about this.

Catching up missed classes

In case you are missing classes, it is in general not possible to catch up. In case there is 

a valid reason, you can ask written permission from the directors to retake the classes 

in a different group. As webinars are also part of the attendance requirement, students 

are expected to be present on the set dates. In exceptional cases, links of the webinars 

are made available to the students by the office within 10 days.

Catching up massage module

In case students miss more than one day of the massage module, it is considered as 

not having passed the whole module. Students are in this situation responsible for 

arranging replacement classes in cooperation with the responsible teacher.

Advice on study continuation

Students are evaluated based on their personal and professional development at the 

end of each study year whether they are ready or not to continue to the next year. If 

student participation or behaviour does not meet the standard, Delight Academy may 

advise against the continuation of the study.

Study interruption

Delight Academy advises students to finish their studies without interruption. Yet in 

some cases, the student may wish to postpone the program. It is permitted to take a 

pause once for the maximum of one year. This is only possible with written permission 

given by the directors. There are costs involved for the student.

Confidential matters

In the case of confidential matters, the contact person is Martine van Beusekom 

(martine@delightacademy.com).

Continuation to the next year Student participation and attendance

Re-examination
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Masterclasses & Open days
Various open days

Delight Academy organises Masterclasses & open days frequently and in various 

formats. These events are meant for students to explore and learn more about 

the Ayurveda Practitioner Studies and to meet the faculty teachers. Upcoming 

dates can be found on our website.

Mandatory

It is important to us that all students before starting with the APS have a full 

understanding of the study program and the study load. Therefore, attendance 

of one of our Masterclasses or open days is a prerequisite to studying with us. If 

you live abroad or are unable to attend one of our open days, please contact us via  

ayurveda@delightacademy.com to make a personal introductory appointment.

Your application

To apply for this study, please make sure you meet the requirements below.

• The minimum age to be admitted to the APS is 18 years. Exceptions are 

possible after consultation with the Examination Board and the Directors

• At least completed HAVO education or to have a comparable level of thinking 

and working (for international Students: HAVO equivalent education)

• Command of the English language, spoken and written

• Before the APS starts to have studied the book “A Pukka Life” by Sebastian 

Pole

• Having attended a Delight Academy open day (please find our schedule of 

open days on our website)

If in doubt whether you meet the requirements, please contact us via:  

ayurveda@delightacademy.com with your questions or concerns.

Workshops & Courses

We recommend having some basic ayurvedic knowledge and experience prior 

to enrolling in the four-year study program. Delight Academy offers various 

Ayurveda courses and workshops as an introduction to Ayurveda in order to 

prepare for the APS. Please see our website for current course offerings.

Requirements

AYURVEDA PRACTIT IONER STUDIES
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Tuition fees
Yearly tuition fees

Yearly tuition fees apply and are to be paid to Delight Academy prior to the 

beginning of the study. It is possible to pay the tuition fees in three instalments. 

The tuition fees include all teachings and course materials presented in the 

online learning management system.

VAT exemption

All yearly fees are exempt from VAT (BTW-vrijgesteld, in Dutch) as Delight 

Academy’s programs are recognized as quality professional training by the 

Centraal Register Kort Beroepsonderwijs (CRKBO) in The Netherlands.

Tuition Fees in Year II to IV

Delight Academy reserves the right to increase tuition fees for Year II to IV 

Students will be informed at least three months beforehand.

 

For the tuition fees and due dates of these fees, please refer to the website  

delightyoga.nl/ academy under ‘Tuition & Fees’.

Additional costs
Additional costs

Tuition fees include the presented materials in the online learning management 

system. Tuition excludes the following additional fees and costs:

• One-off application fee in Year I: ¤ 95 (paid upon registration)

• Mandatory manuals and readers: approx. ¤ 100 - ¤ 150 per year (will be 

included when paying the tuition fee)

• Additional literature: approx. ¤ 140 per year (reading list will be 

communicated)

• Residential teaching costs (accommodation, food & drinks): approx. ¤ 350 

per study year

• Re-examination fees: ¤ 150

• Year IV: Travel, insurance and visa costs to India: approx. ¤ 1.350

• Year IV: Accommodation in Dr Vijith’s clinic, food & drinks in India: ¤ 300 

per week

• Professional liability insurance at Balans Insurances Nederland 

(obligatory): ¤ 65

Transfer of group

In exceptional situations, and only with the permission of the directors, students 

are permitted to postpone their study and continue their studies in another 

group. The costs of transferring to another group are ¤ 145. A group transfer can 

be requested by a written motivation.
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Procedure of application
Online application

If you meet the requirements as specified on the previous page, you can apply 

for the Ayurveda Practitioner Studies through our website. You follow the steps 

stated there and after paying the deposit and application fee you will receive an 

automatic email confirming your successful registration.

Confirmation of acceptance

Within 10 workdays after we have received your application form, you will 

receive an invitation by email from Delight Academy for an online meeting with 

one of the staff members. After this meeting, you will be notified if you are 

accepted to the study program.
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Previously completed ayurveda
education 
Previous ayurveda courses at Delight Academy

If you have already joined any 50+ ayurveda courses at Delight Academy, you are 

eligible to receive an exemption for these hours in this 4-year program.

Previous Ayurveda education elsewhere

If you have completed significant Ayurveda education at institutes other 

than Delight Academy, you can opt for a special enrollment application with  

an exemption for certain modules.

Agreements for a special enrollment application

Delight Academy offers fast-track special enrollment applications for former 

students of specific institutions based on a mutual agreement and a clear 

understanding of what the curriculum of the other institute offers compared to 

our own current and accredited study program.

At the moment special enrollment is offered to:

• Former students of the Academy of Ayurvedic Studies (with a full practitioner 

degree)

• Students of the Ayurveda program offered by Dr Robert Svoboda and Dr 

Claudia Welch, having finished all current parts of this training program

CHAPTER 6  — REGISTRATION & COSTS

Cancellation policy
Please refer to article 2.3 of our Student Statute on delightyoga.com/academy for  

the cancellation policy. The most important articles for the Ayurveda Practitioner  

Studies are:

• Deposit payment made by the Participant will become non-refundable after 

a cooling-off period of 14 days.

• You can cancel your registration for the Ayurveda Practitioner Studies with 

a full refund of the amount paid (minus the Deposit), until two months prior 

to the start date of the training.

• Cancelling within two months prior to the commencement of the Ayurveda 

Practitioner Studies or after the start of the studies, the tuition fees are non- 

refundable, and instalments to be paid remain due.

• When you are not accepted to the study, we will refund the deposit of ¤ 350.

If you have any questions, please refer to our website for Frequently Asked 

Questions or contact us via ayurveda@delightacademy.com.

Questions



“Ayurveda is a medical science and its purpose is to heal and to maintain the quality and longevity of life. It is an art of daily living that has evolved from 

practical, philosophical and spiritual illumination, rooted in the understanding of Creation. It offers a profound understanding of each person’s unique body, 

mind, and consciousness, which is the foundation of health and happiness.”

Dr Vasant Lad

Contact information
Delight Academy B.V. 
Prinseneiland 20G 
1013 LR Amsterdam
E-mail: ayurveda@delightacademy.com
delightyoga.com/academy

For any questions or concerns related to the Ayurveda Practitioner Studies, please contact us. 
We are more than happy to give you personal advice on your path of studying ayurveda.

Disclaimer: This study guide is intended for informational purposes. 
Consequently, no rights may be derived from the information in this publication.


